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Commander here,surprised that Winter came so early, heard it supposed to go in this 
order on Planet Earth:  Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.  In 2019 it skipped Fall 
and went straight to Winter, an icy mess.  Looks pretty but I would like for you to know 
it is COLD!
Was looking for a cape to keep myself warm but to no avail, ran out of time to employ a 



seamstress. Just look at this mess. And this is only the West Coast of America. 
                                                    A “Bomb Cyclone”. 

The rest of the country did not look any better and take a look at the world!



Parts of Africa was burning, so was Australia. Nature was as turbulent as the mentality 
of mankind.

I turned on my ET Mental Scanner and located Crooket, he had gotten himself lost in the
dessert,no wait. He is above the storm clouds. I zoomed right there and we worked our 
way back to Lilian's.

It took a while because no matter where you looked there were weather issues. Also the 
Moon and Jupiter were so close together, 1.5 degrees apart and there was no telling how 
all this effected the Human existence.



When we finally arrived Lilian was somewhat upset, the RNC had called for the 
3rd time requesting for for her and we are sure million others to :”HELP FIGHT 
THE EVIL DEMOGRATS”. She thought it was a scam and verified the phone 
number after hours, not wanting to talk to anyone, and there it was Republican 
National Committee, 202-914- 0169. Wikipedia lists it as follows:

The Republican National Committee (RNC) is a U.S. political committee that 
leads the Republican Party of the United States. It is responsible for developing 
and promoting the Republican political platform, as well as 
coordinating fundraising and election strategy. It is also responsible for 
organizing and running the Republican National Convention. Similar committees
exist in every U.S. state and most U.S. counties, although in some states party 
organization is structured by congressional district, allied campaign 
organizations being governed by a national committee. Ronna McDaniel is the 
current committee chairwoman.

Considering the month of November was almost solely occupied with 
Impeachment Hearings and 24 News with political theater to get calls to spread 
hatred is NOT OK. Lilian's Australian friend agreed and provided her with stories
and a map of documented lynchings of their native population, Aborigines.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronna_McDaniel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_congressional_districts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/County_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republican_National_Convention
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundraising
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republican_Party_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_action_committee


There is just too much hatred on the Planet.  China has become very prevalent 
on the African Continent even forcing the Chinese language on some children in
school.  Could that be the next wave?

Everyone feels they are free to impose their will on others and voicing ones 
opinion is all but a thing of the past.  Again another month which saw Journalists
and truth-tellers killed. Some were suicided, we call it, to prevent them from 
sharing their knowledge about illegal occurrences.

“What a horrible subject Commander, lets get back to the weather please.

“Steve Poole Seattle favorite weather man retired, He was in our livingroom 
almost nightly for 40-plus years. We will miss him. It was always a pleasure, 
unlike the main Character on ALL CHANNELS the human population has to look
at.”

“ Dont forget the dogs, they watch TV also. Poor things. Cats take things in 
strive but dogs get so emotional.”

“Lilian has 2 birds and they have started to bite, guess they are also effected”

“ Nothing normal at her house, she has a ROKU TV. It comes on by itself and 
shows her programs from around the world. She often looks at whatever ROKU 
presents to her and has learned a lot.I wonder if there is an outside influence at 
play, glad she takes it with a grain of salt.”

“ Well Crooket the planet needs an outside influence, I am afraid the main event 
is right around the corner. New troubles for the planet is multiplying daily.  New 
Earthquake faults, more fires, rising tides, mega storms.  IF Humans could unite 
in peace and concentrate on what is important and vital to their survival... It's like
a suppository, it will make you well again but one is terrified because you know 
where it goes.  You can do it the easy way, relax while administering it or the 
hard way, which will hurt, Either way... that is where it goes.”

“ Commander with all do respect you start thinking the Human way, I would 
wager it is almost time for you to remember who you are or you will get lost in 
this madness which appears a normal way of life for Mankind and we both get 
stuck in this place, remember you are Commander, I only follow orders.”

“ You are also what THEY call a friend, we have been here to observe almost a 



year and don't forget the travel time it took to get here.

“ A barn fire in Ohio killed several exotic animals and I was amazed how sad a 
large segment of the human race were effected by that news.  I wondered how a
species can become desensitized, so used to death. Every day people die of 
gunshots, killed by their own kind and it has become their new normal.”

“ Christians have started their X-Mas season and all persuasions have joined 
the shopping frenzy for the Holiday.IF the amount of money spend could be 
converted into kindness, caring and understanding I would say the Planet is on 
the way of recovery and rich again.”

                                            “ Yeah what if”

Steve Poole farewell broadcast
https://komonews.com/news/local/watch-steve-pools-farewell-forecast?
fbclid=IwAR1xbdGPP-NH5DP9uO00lz94Z4qad22j3hz-4qaOQpD9mjjUQEDqA 

Unpresidented Superstorms for Thanksgiving

https://www.reddit.com/r/weather/comments/e2l310/unprecedented_dual_thanksgiving_
superstorms/ 
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